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A. The server will shut down. 
B. The server will go to the BIOS Setup Menu screen. 
C. The server will try to restart three times in a row to see if the problem is corrected. 
D. The server will automatically disable the failing memory bank and continue operating 
with reduced memory capacity. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 258 
Upon observing a light path error LED lit on an 8-way x445, an xSeries specialist views 
the Light Path panel and observes a CPU LED is lit on the diagnostic panel. Which 
course of action should be taken to resolve the problem? 

A. Replace the faulty processor indicated by the CPU LED on the Light Path Panel and 
reconnect its VRM. 
B. Pull the server out, switch the server off, connect a light-ometer to the server, check 
for the faulty processor socket and replace the CPU Board with the latest processor 
available. 
C. Pull the server out and observe the secondary Light Path Panel on the top of the server 
which shows lower SMP Expansion Module light lit. Remove power and then remove the 
Lower SMP module and press the Light Path switch and locate the Processor with the 
light against it. This is the faulty Processor. 
D. Pull the server out and observe the secondary Light Path Panel on the top of the server 
which shows lower SMP Expansion Module light lit. Open the server lid and observe the 
lower SMP Expansion Module and identify the LED that is lit. This is the processor that 
needs replacing - power off the server and replace the processor. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 259
 support center currently uses UpdateXpress to ensure their systems are 
running the latest releases. Which of the following is a method to help them keep up to 
date with new releases each quarter? 

A. Register with IBM Subscription Services to get the latest updates. 
B. Use the update feature in Electronic Service Agent Director Extension. 
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C. Link support homepage on a web browser on the departmental shared machine. Each 
time the machine is used, the home page can be checked. 
D. Configure IBM Director agent to check the IBM support site and automatically 
download the latest ISO images when released, normally each quarter. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 260 
An xSeries specialist needs to update the xSeries server BIOS, drivers, and firmware at 
's site. The specialist wants to have them all possible server updates ready 
before arriving at the customer's site. Which of the following will meet this requirement? 

A. Download and take the most recent UpdateXpress CD to the site. 
B. Reboot the server on attending site and use ServerGuide to install the latest drivers. 
C. Use System Migration Assistant to package and redistribute the BIOS and Driver 
updates to all the xSeries servers. 
D. Visit the Support site and identify the machine type and download all the latest driver 
diskettes for the customer's machine and build the diskettes prior to visiting the site. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 261 
Which IBM tool can be used to easily update, BIOS, Diagnostics and device drivers on 
an operational IBM eServer xSeries server? 

A. PC Update 
B. ServerGuide 
C. UpdateXpress 
D. Download Manager 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 262
 needs to update the firmware on their RAID card. Which of the following 
is the qualified option? 
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A. Use the latest release of UpdateXpress 
B. Use ServeRAID manager GUI's "update" icon to initiate an online update. 
C. Without rebooting the server, insert the ServerGuide CD and follow the prompts. 
D. Use IBM Director to download the latest releases of firmware and create the diskette 
images from there. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 263
 has a uniprocessor IBM eServer xSeries 255 server. The processor 
subsystem is constantly at 100% utilization. Memory utilization is low. The customer 
would prefer that nominal operating utilization remains below 50%. Which of the 
following upgrades would meet the customer's requirements? 

A. Add an additional 3.0GHz DP Processor to the server. 
B. Add three additional Intel Xeon MP Processor kits to the server. 
C. Add three additional Intel Xeon DP Processor kits to the server. 
D. Add four additional Xeon MP Processor kits to the server. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 264
 has an IBM BladeCenter Enterprise with ten HS20 Blade servers 
installed. Currently only one Ethernet port is available for each server. Which of the 
following needs to be added to enable the second port? 

A. IBM BladeCenter Enterprise Fibre Switch module 
B. IBM BladeCenter Enterprise GB Ethernet expansion card 
C. IBM BladeCenter Enterprise Mirinet Cluster expansion card 
D. Second IBM BladeCenter Enterprise 4 port GB Ethernet expansion module 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 265
 recently purchased an IBM eServer xSeries 445 server with four Xeon 
MP 3.0GHz 4MB processors in one SMP expansion module. The memory configuration 
included four 512MB Modules and four 1GB Modules. The customer wants to add the 
maximum additional memory possible without replacing the existing DIMMs. Given 
these requirements, which of the following is the maximum memory configuration 
possible? 

A. 12GB 
B. 14GB 
C. 16GB 
D. 22GB 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 266
 has an xSeries 236 server with the optional 3bay Ultra320 kit. The server 
contains two 36.4GB hard disks. The customer needs to expand the capability to 300GB 
and would like to have the best data transfer speed just by adding hard disks. Which is the 
best way to accomplish this? 

A. Add two 146GB Ultra320 15,000 RPM hard disks 
B. Add four 73GB Ultra320 10,000 RPM hard disks 
C. Add seven 36GB Ultra320 10,000 RPM hard disks 
D. Add one 146BG Ultra320 15,000RPM and two 73GB Ultra160 10,000RPM hard 
disks 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 267
 purchased an IBM eServer xSeries 365 server with the following 
configuration: 
* Four 2.7GHz 2MB Intel Xeon MP processors 
* 16GB Chipkill memory 
* Six dual port GB Ethernet adapters 
* Dual power supplies 
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* Three EXP400 SCSI External Expansion units with 44 36.4GB 15K RPM HDDs for 
disk storage 
Which of the following options do they need before they can properly deploy their 
solution? 

A. Two IBM ServeRAID 6M Controllers and an RXE 100 
B. Two Adaptec 2940UW Single Channel SCSI Controllers 
C. Two IBM EXP 100s with three ServeRAID 6M controllers 
D. A FAStT 600 Turbo Storage Controller with the FAStT600 Intel Pack 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 268
 has purchased an IBM eServer xSeries 255 and 12 U320 73.4GB Hot 
Swap Disk Drives. They plan to implement the drives in a RAID-50 Stripe Set. What 
additional items do they need to implement their disk subsystem? 

A. ServeRAID 4L Controller Adapter and four way interleaved Memory DIMMs 
B. IBM TotalStorage FAStT FC2-133 Host Bus Adapter and U320 6-Pack Hot Swap 
drive Expansion Kit 
C. PCI Wide Ultra 160 Adapter, U320 6-Pack Hot Swap drive Expansion Kit, and a 
U320 Internal SCSI Cable 
D. IBM ServeRAID 6M RAID Controller Adapter, Internal U320 SCSI cable, and a 
U320 6-Pack Hot Swap drive Expansion Kit 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 269
 has a requirement to automate the fault reporting process to IBM 
Warranty should any of the servers fail in their network overnight. Which of the 
following solutions should an xSeries technician recommend? 

A. Install IBM Director and install IBM Director agents on the servers in the network. 
Configure an alert action plan to send a page automatically to the customers engineering 
staff who can then call IBM warranty during the night. 
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B. Install IBM Director and install IBM Director agents on the servers in the network. 
Configure an alert action plan to send an email to the clients help desk company who can 
telephone IBM to log a service request early the next morning. 
C. Install IBM Director and install IBM Director agents on the servers in the network. 
Onsite staff based at the customer working the overnight shift in order to monitor the 
director server can call IBM warranty if necessary. 
D. Install IBM Director and install IBM Director agents on the servers in the network. 
Install and Configure Electronic Service Agent for Director to send service requests 
automatically to IBM, 24 x 7. The IBM Call reference will be recorded on the IBM 
Director server. Additionally remote alphanumeric paging and e-mailing of the staff 
could be implemented to ensure knowledge of problems. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 270
 
Which of the following describes the function of Electronic Service Agent?
 

A. Electronic Service Agent is a no-charge download from the IBM support site 
(www.pc.ibm.com/support). 
B. Electronic Service Agent is supplied as part of a ServicePac offering and must be 
invoked similar to an epac. 
C. Electronic Service Agent is obtained from IBM Global Services at cost but is provided 
to enable no-cost logging of warranty calls. 
D. Electronic Service Agent is available with the IBM ThinkPad as part of the 
ThinkVantage solution. Installing on IBM servers requires the purchase of a software 
key. 

Answer: A 
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